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Trinity De novo assembly of RNA-Seq data using Trinity on the Karst cluster (Galaxy Tool Version 2.4.0)

**Paired or Single-end data?**

*Paired* dropdown

**Left/Forward strand reads**

- 230: SRR073754_1.fastq

**Right/Reverse strand reads**

- 231: SRR073754_2.fastq

**Allow Job Rerun**

To make a job rerunnable, you will need to specify a unique tag to label the job, with no spaces or weird characters.

*test2*

**Execute** button
Less hacky ways of doing this

- Utilize the job resubmit-on-fail logic implemented by the Galaxy team
- Implement a more general mechanism for specifying the job working directory in job destinations
- Remove the requirement for user input to rerun checkpoint-friendly software
- Move these mechanisms out of the tool wrapper altogether
Our mad plans
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